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The City’s goal was to grow and create new
economic opportunities for our citizens following
the recession. We have achieved that goal as
the #2 best place to live in USA with record low
unemployment, companies moving to Denver at
a rapid pace bringing new jobs and fast growth
to the City, and new downtown development.
Now our task as a City is to manage that growth
and help our citizens get around safely. One of
the ways we’re looking to do that is leveraging
transportation technology to make our
community more livable, easier to get around,
and safer.

Effort to Date
As part of the U.S. DOT Smart City Challenge, Denver
leveraged a living lab to test connected vehicle technology,
specifically Dedicated Short-Range Communications
(DSRC) for vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. The
early tests showed Denver that aspects of this technology
are still in the research and development phase and that
building a robust data backend will be necessary to make
this technology actionable.
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The Grant
Denver was awarded the U.S. DOT Advanced Transportation and Congestion
Management Technologies Deployment Program (ATCMTD) grant.
The ATCMTD funds cutting-edge transportation technologies to reduce congestion and to
improve the safety of our transportation system. This four-year, $12M effort is structured as
a $6M Federal grant with $6M matching funds from Denver’s Capital Improvement
Program. With this effort, Denver will accelerate its efforts and push forward connected
vehicle and infrastructure technology – with the goal of improving congestion, air quality,
and safety for Denver’s residents and businesses
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The Opportunity
There are 3 projects we will pursue under this program:
•

•

•

Connected Freight: Participating freight companies will equip their vehicles with connected vehicle
technology that provides a two-way communication link with Denver’s traffic signals. The link will encourage
freight vehicles to use arterial routes designated by the city that offer more efficient travel — improving ontime delivery reliability, reducing idling pollution, and avoiding neighborhood streets.
Connected Traffic Management Center and Fleet: The best way to test out connected vehicle technology is
with our own fleet of city cars. By deploying this technology to city vehicles in a small geographic area, we
can better understand how this new connected communication helps our resident’s commuting experience,
upgrade our traffic management system, and provide better data to citizens.
Connected Pedestrian: A key component of smart city technology is two-way communication between people
and the City, whether they are in a car or walking across the street. Testing Automated Pedestrian Detection
and Notification technology will allow the pedestrian “walk” sign to be extended if someone, such as a young
child or a sight-impaired individual, needs a little more time to cross the street.

As part of implementing these connected vehicle technologies, Denver will build a robust data backend, an
Enterprise Data Management (EDM) system, that supports the volume of vehicle data coming in and leverages
it to make operational and planning decisions.
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Objective
•

The City and County of Denver (CCD) will
pilot this system on 25 units of various
types to include: light duty vehicles, plow
trucks (Equip with plows and spreaders), as
well as refuse equipment.

•

These units will be integrated using a (CAN)
system giving the ability to transmit data
seamlessly between hardware and
software. This will enhance the quality of
life for the citizens of Denver by creating a
Smart, safe and productive City.

•

This system will create vehicle to
infrastructure safety (V2I), vehicle to vehicle
safety (V2V), increase public mobility and
collect valuable traffic/vehicle data (see
next page).
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Objectives

V2I Safety

V2V Safety
Mobility
Data

•Wrong way Entry
•Pedestrian in crosswalk
•Exit ramp deceleration warning
•Distress notifications
•Satellite-provided info message
•Preemptive emergency audio messages
•Intersection movement assist
•Emergency brake lights
•Forward collision warning
•Pedestrian collision warning
•Vehicle turning right

•Connected signal priority
•Connected lane priority
•Intelligent signal system
•Mobile accessible pedestrian signal

•Probe-enabled traffic monitoring
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Questions?
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Michael Allegretti
Chief Strategy Officer
@MikeAllegretti
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Rubicon was founded with a mission
to end waste
Rubicon Global is a technology company that powers a digital
marketplace, provides a suite of SaaS products for waste, recycling,
and smart city solutions, and gathers data and insights for
businesses and governments worldwide.

1.5M+

35+

30+

Unique Service
Locations

Patents

Cities nationwide
adopted
RUBICONSmartCity

50+18
All 50 States +
18 Countries

RUBICONSmartCity™ Technology
• A technology suite that is deployed in city
government owned and operated fleets
• The platform provides comprehensive waste,
recycling and operational data and insights that
enable cities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce costs
Improve customer service
Increase safety
Divert waste from landfills
Implement or improve recycling programs
Work towards long-term sustainability/resiliency
goals
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RUBICONSmartCity Technology
• Technology suite is increasingly being deployed in fleets
beyond waste and recycling, to include street sweepers,
snow plows and more
• The core functionality remains the confirmation of service
and why a service might not have been completed, but
the bigger opportunity is to use these vehicles as
roaming data collection centers

• Government fleets travel every road of every city and
take stock of quality of life issues, infrastructure failings,
and impending breakdowns before a citizen sees the
problem and lodges a complaint via text, email or phone
• It’s about making cities proactive, rather than
reactive
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RUBICONSmartCity Value Drivers
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
• Improves operations of the vehicles, the overall fleet, and the individual workers…
• …saving tax dollars and reducing citizen complaints
SAFETY GAINS
• Calms the streets and improves neighborhood streetscapes…
• …leading to fewer vehicle accidents and safer communities
MAXIMIZING EXISTING RESOURCES
• Uses hard assets (trucks) to do more than simply perform their usual government service…
• …by transforming these vehicles into roaming data collection centers that can feed government work
order systems across other functional areas
PROACTIVE GOVERNMENT
• Equipped with insights about what plagues a given community…
• …governments can act before citizens complain and take actions, such as improving a recycling
program, fixing potholes, or cutting down dangerous tree branches
It all leads to more sustainable, resilient, and equitable cities.
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RUBICONSmartCity Growing
Nationally + Internationally
Fort Collins, CO

Akron, OH
Toronto, CANADA

Spokane, WA

New Bedford, MA
Philadelphia, PA

Santa Fe, NM

West Memphis, AR
Irving, TX
Atlanta, GA

Tyler, TX
Orlando, FL

Montgomery, AL

Auckland, NEW ZEALAND

Case Study: City of Atlanta
RUBICONSmartCity was installed in Atlanta’s fleet of 89 garbage, recycling, and yard waste
vehicles, servicing approx. 96,000 residential customers.

• SAVINGS AND REVENUE: Rubicon identified savings of up to $783,453 annually in areas including
route optimization and reduced maintenance costs.
• LANDFILL DIVERSION: Rubicon’s technology reduced the amount of recyclables going to landfill by
83 percent, equaling 355 tons of materials being properly recycled.
• FLEET MAINTENANCE: Rubicon’s data showed that just 10 trucks were responsible for two-thirds of
potential maintenance issues, and 67 percent of critical fault codes.

• SUSTAINABILITY: Rubicon’s changes delivered savings equivalent of 237 garbage trucks full of waste
being recycled instead of landfilled.
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MyGeotab

|

Visit Geotab.com

Future of Telematics

MyGeotab

|

Visit Geotab.com

We collect over 30 billion raw data
points per day from 1.5M+ devices

Enable cities to draw virtual pneumatic tubes?

40.797, -73.930

40.796, -73.931

Run Traffic Study

Cities currently collect traffic data by laying
rubber strips on a road to record wheel passes. These
studies collect for 2 weeks before raw data is processed
and ready for use.

Now it’s 2 minutes with the Geotab data and
customers aren’t constrained to a limited number of
physical resources. Draw a virtual pneumatic tube
across any road and conduct a study.

MyGeotab

What’s New
https://geotab-bigdata-test.appspot.com

|

Visit Geotab.com

MyGeotab | Visit Geotab.com

Hyper Local Precipitation

MyGeotab | Visit Geotab.com

Hyper Local Temperature

MyGeotab | Visit Geotab.com

Fleet - Predictive Maintenance

Corporate
headquarters:
Geotab Inc.
2440 Winston Park Drive
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 7V2, Canada
Tel: +1.416.434.4309
www.geotab.com

Canada

USA

Mexico City

UK

2-60 Northland Road
Waterloo, Ontario
N2V 2B8, Canada

770 E. Pilot Rd,
Suite A
Las Vegas, Nevada
89119, USA

Paseo de la Reforma 296
Juárez, 06600,
Cidade do Mexico, Mexico

Geotab GmbH
2 Eastbourne Terrace
Paddington, London
W2 6LG, United
Kingdom

Germany

Spain

China

Australia

Kaiserstr, 100
52314 Herzogenrath,
Germany

Geotab GmbH
Calle de la Princesa, 43 2ºD
28008 Madrid,
Spain

Room 707, Mai Ke Long
Building, Science and
Technology Park, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guang
Dong, China 518057

Level 24 Westpac
House,
91 King William Street
Adelaide SA 5000
Australia
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